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(CC BY 4.0)  -  Juvenile hurdle, won by Lexi's Boy | The juvenile handicap h… | Flickr 

Editors’ Welcome 
Welcome to the January 2023 issue of On Course Profits magazine. 

This month's sponsor is the Racing Consultants tipping service. We’ve been following 

this service for 8 ½ years and over that time it has averaged over 10 points profit per 

month all at readily available prices. 

Recently the Smart Betting Club have inducted the service into their Hall of Fame with 

only eight other services, most of which are closed to new members! Rory Delargy is a 

form genius, and we recommend that you take this opportunity to try his service for just 

£1 – Click Here. 

This is the time of year to think about the future and for us thoughts are about how to 

serve our readers better and how to help them get more enjoyment and profit from their 

betting activities. 

Although our goal is to help all readers Platinum is where it is at and we are busy 

working on improvements to the Platinum members area, more of that in future issues. 

Onto this month, first up we have a look at horses having their first start on the All 

Weather after a turf campaign and Dave Renham found it is a source of winners and 

profit. 

Dave has also looked at National Hunt favourites and found some trainers do very well 

with their fancied runners. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Kieran O Hagan who runs the Winning Systems tipping service also runs a test of 

potential future systems for Platinum members and he has an update on progress to date. 

 

We have a serialisation of the new Punters Pal paperback, Lose Less and we look at 

some NH trainers that may have slipped under your radar and have some systems to 

take advantage. 

Andrew David talks about staking and stop at a winner plans, Alex has ante post 

selections for Christmas and for Cheltenham with a 33/1 fancy for the Welsh National. 

 

Steve Jones has some advice on the most important factor when it comes to serious 

betting, and we have a review of current systems and which ones we are following in 

January. 

I hope you enjoy it. 

All the best 

Darren Power 

 

 

Front cover image: (CC BY 4.0) - Southern National | Fortification (3rd) and Giles Cross (win… | Flickr 
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First Runs on the Sand 
As we head into the New Year, I am going to look into horses that are having their first 

run on the all weather (having previously raced on the turf).  

Due to it being this time of year I am going to ignore 2yo horses as no 2yos will be 

running in the first three months of the year.  

For this article I have collated data going back to the start of 2016 with the focus on UK 

all weather tracks only (Chelmsford, Kempton, Lingfield, Newcastle, Southwell and 

Wolverhampton).  

All profit and losses have been calculated to Betfair Starting Price (less 5% 

commission).  

It should be stated that this piece was written at the beginning of November, so the 2022 

data set is not quite complete at the time of writing. 

So how do we go about deciding upon how well a horse is likely to run on the sand? 

Especially if the horse has run a few times on the turf. Is it likely to replicate its turf 

form? Will it turn out to be better on the artificial surface? Maybe it will be worse?  

Let me start by looking at all horses aged 3yo and older that are making their all 

weather debut having previously run at least once on the turf. 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

8738 1049 12.01 + £471.89 + 5.40 

Rather bizarrely we can see that an overall profit has been achieved. However, as is 

often the case, this is generally down to a few big, priced winners. Having said that, the 

strike rate of 12% is a point or two higher than I had expected. 

I next decided to check out whether the number of previous turf runs made a 

difference to the strike rates.  

This is what I found out: 

 

Previous Turf Runs AW Debut Runs Wins Strike Rate % 

1 to 5 5817 769 13.22 

6 to 10 1697 181 10.67 

11 to 20 908 81 8.92 

21 or more 316 18 5.70 

  

It seems therefore that less exposed horses are more likely to have success when 

having their first run on the all weather than more exposed runners.  

There is a huge differential in the strike rates when comparing horses that have had 5 or 

less turf runs with those who have had 21 or more. 

This ‘less exposed’ is better pattern can be seen again when we look at the ages of 

horses having their first all weather run having previously run on turf: 

 

Age AW Debut Runs Wins  Strike Rate % 

3yo 5963 802 13.45 

4yo 1665 172 10.33 

5yo 564 57 10.11 

6yo + 546 18 3.30 

 

3yos are comfortably best.  

Avoiding horses aged 6 or older definitely looks the way to go. 

It is time for me to look at trainers now.  

Again, I am focusing on horses that have previously run on the turf and are having their 

first all weather start.  

I have included ALL trainers that have had at least 75 qualifiers: 
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Trainer Runs Wins 
Strike Rate 

(%) 

Profit / Loss 

(BSP) 

ROI 

(%) 

Gosden, J + T 182 75 41.21 + £67.19 + 36.92 

Suroor, Saeed Bin 102 40 39.22 + £39.05 + 38.29 

Haggas, W  214 74 34.58 + £57.57 + 26.90 

Varian, R 145 50 34.48 + £115.94 + 79.96 

Crisford, S 94 26 27.66 + £4.42 + 4.70 

Stoute, Sir M 131 32 24.43 + £2.85 + 2.18 

Bell, M  85 17 20.00 + £6.18 + 7.27 

Balding, A  219 39 17.81 - £32.99 - 15.06 

Beckett, R  113 18 15.93 - £13.30 - 11.77 

Hills, C 115 18 15.65 + £64.65 + 56.22 

Hannon (Jnr), R 218 32 14.68 - £26.75 - 12.27 

Burke, K R 105 15 14.29 + £16.70 + 15.91 

Cox, C  78 11 14.10 + £130.00 + 166.67 

Channon, M  104 12 11.54 + £29.78 + 28.64 

Ryan, K  148 17 11.49 - £40.05 - 27.06 

Fahey, R  210 24 11.43 - £13.48 - 6.42 

Appleby, M 99 11 11.11 - £30.52 - 30.82 

Johnston, M 172 19 11.05 - £38.10 - 22.15 

O’Meara, D 137 15 10.95 + £22.39 + 16.34 

Easterby, T  156 15 9.62 + £26.94 + 17.27 

Dalgleish, K 99 9 9.09 - £18.83 - 19.02 

Dunlop, E  79 7 8.86 - £57.26 - 72.48 

Dods, M 86 7 8.14 - £25.83 - 30.03 

 

All trainers with strike rates of 20% or more have made a profit, while the top four in 

the list – Gosden, Bin Suroor, Haggas and Varian have extremely strong records with 

their horses.  

These trainers are almost certainly worth noting and keeping on the right side of.  

Here are some additional trainer stats having drilled down further into their individual 

records: 

1.  The Gosden stable have secured an incredible 57.80% strike rate with horses that 

finished 2nd LTO on turf (19 wins from 33 runners); 
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System 84 – JO-98-84-01-23-DR-AW-Gosden-Gd 

Back Gosden runners having their first run on the All Weather that finished 2nd last time 

out on turf if they have had less than 5 career starts (no 2 year olds)  

2.  Qualifiers from the Willie Haggas stable have secured a Betfair SP profit at all six 

UK all weather courses. 

 

System 82 – JO-98-82-01-23-DR-AW-Haggas-Gd 

Back William Haggas runners having their first run on the All Weather that ran on turf 

last time out if they have had less than 5 career starts (no 2 year olds). 
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3.  The Bin Suroor stable have had a higher strike rate in handicaps than in non 

handicaps which is surprising. Their figure of 41% is very impressive as are the returns 

of 76p in the £; 

4. Sticking with Bin Suroor – with horses aged 4 or older his record reads 14 wins from 

32 (SR 43.8%) for a profit of £35.23 (ROI +110.1%); 

 

System 81 – JO-98-81-01-23-DR-AW-Bin Suroor-Gd 

Back Saeed Bin Suroor 4yo+ runners having their first run on the All Weather in 

Handicaps that ran on turf last time out if they have had less than 5 career starts   

5.  Roger Varian has excelled when his qualifiers have raced at Lingfield. 16 wins from 

35 runners (SR 45.7%) for a healthy profit of £62.49 (ROI +178.5%). 
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System 80 – JO-98-80-01-23-DR-AW-Varian-Gd 

Back Roger Varian runners having their first run on the All Weather at Lingfield that 

ran on turf last time out if they have had less than 5 career starts (no 2 year olds)  

Onto sires next – now sire data can help with determining how likely a horse is going to 

perform on the all weather.  

I have included ALL sires that have had at least 75 qualifiers: 

Sire Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

Frankel 97 26 26.80 - £11.80 - 12.16 

Dansili 77 19 24.68 + £52.67 + 68.40 

Dubawi 136 33 24.26 - £51.70 - 38.01 

Sea The Stars 112 25 22.32 - £36.16 - 32.28 

Lope De Vega 132 27 20.45 + £23.66 + 17.92 

Pivotal 83 16 19.28 - £18.27 - 22.01 

Invincible Spirit 108 20 18.52 - £5.80 - 5.37 

Mastercraftsman 96 17 17.71 + £42.92 + 44.71 

Dark Angel 176 31 17.61 + £13.27 + 7.58 

Shamardal  103 18 17.48 - £14.25 - 13.84 

Oasis Dream 94 16 17.02 + £39.07 + 41.56 

Iffraaj 124 21 16.94 - £7.83 - 6.31 

Galileo 107 18 16.82 + £15.00 + 14.02 

Exceed And Excel  108 18 16.67 - £7.45 - 6.89 

Champs Elysees 78 12 15.38 + £10.07 + 12.91 

Dandy Man 85 13 15.29 + £19.92 + 23.44 

Dutch Art 85 13 15.29 + £45.08 + 53.03 

Nathaniel 98 14 14.29 - £13.74 - 14.02 

Bated Breath 78 11 14.10 - £19.57 - 25.09 

Lawman 81 10 12.35 - £2.96 - 3.66 

Acclamation 98 11 11.22 - £3.07 - 3.13 

Zoffany 88 9 10.23 + £4.32 + 4.91 

Kodiac 168 17 10.12 - £2.08 - 1.24 

New Approach 105 10 9.52 - £56.28 - 53.60 

Equiano 95 9 9.47 + £14.85 + 15.63 

Teofilo 85 8 9.41 - £43.37 - 51.02 

Sir Percy 78 7 8.97 - £35.75 - 45.83 

Showcasing 103 9 8.74 - £70.02 - 67.98 

Poets Voice 84 3 3.57 - £73.23 - 87.18 

I feel sire data is still underused by the majority of the betting public. In fact, in many 

cases sire stats are universally ignored. However, it really does have its place.  

Knowing which sires perform as well (or better) on the all weather compared to turf is 

very USEFUL information. Surely if a horse making its all weather debut was sired by 

Poets Voice, we would probably swerve it now based on the above data.  
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Conversely, if it is a horse was sired by one of the top performing sires in the list, we 

should certainly give it some attention and dig a little deeper into its chances. 

My next port of call was to look at the gender of the horse – e.g., was it a male horse 

or a female horse?  

The reasoning behind this is because male horses tend to have a decent edge over their 

female counterparts when it comes to racing on artificial surfaces.  

The findings back this up when looking at all weather debutants (who had previously 

run on turf): 

Sex of Runner Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

Male 5502 739 13.43 + £1276.50 + 23.20 

Female 3236 310 9.58 - £804.61 - 24.86 

A significant difference in strike rate which correlates with the profit/loss figures.  

Backing all male runners would have yielded a return of 23 pence in the £. We would 

all love to have betting returns like that!  

It should also be noted that mares (female horses aged 5 or older) have managed just 4 

successes from 224 runners!! 

I have enjoyed researching and sharing my work for this piece. It is an area I have not 

really looked at in that much detail before. However, there seem to be some solid 

looking takeaways – the key ones being: 

1.  3yos perform best (as do any aged horse that has run 5 times or less previously on 

the turf); it would be wise to ignore horses aged 6 or older. 

2.  The stables of Gosden, Bin Suroor, Haggas and Varian have very strong records with 

such runners. Also, Crisford, Stoute and Bell have decent records also. 

3.  The sires Frankel, Dansili, Dubawi, Sea the Stars and Lope De Vega have strike 

rates in excess of 1 win in 5 with their runners. 

4. Male horses outperform female horses comfortably; ignore any mare who qualifies as 

their record is dreadful. 

So, there you have it. I hope you have enjoyed this article – I certainly enjoyed 

researching it and feel that I have found some useful pointers. 

David Renham    
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National Hunt Trainers of Interest 
The following article is based on trainer performance in 2022 to date of writing 13th 

December 2022. 

Each trainer must have had at least 25 runners throughout the year and a Win Strike 

Rate of at least 25% through the year. 

The results cover both racing in the UK and Ireland. 

The year 2022 to the date of writing this piece (13th December 2022) shows an 

interesting top table of those trainers who have managed a 25% strike rate with their 

runners in National Hunt Racing, but a healthy strike rate alone will not guarantee you a 

profit. 

 

To highlight this, look at the number of runners and the P/L for Willie (WP) Mullins!  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jamesboyes/32533503000/in/photolist-RySGZw-S9sKEF-x5JZVL-owoShL-x74LB6-w9CfPH-w9ATCX-x78JTi-x765fR-wNUdQj-x5LhEq-x4aD1A-6gxvX8-w9y9GS-RySAdf-dgMHan-bzCuBV-bzCu7t-bzCtVt-qBx2Jb-x6KaLz-x4eiH9-wPae6j-wPba1d-x71ZJz-wP1oiz-x7havt-wPjjXF-w9tmoY-w9u8bo-w9AhL3-x5KajL-x5KHPq-wNXymM-w9tqN9-m5EyEH-x763mv-wNY47x-w9N711-wNZ2fK-RySGjo-m5uKkv-w9v9M7-x5YQm7-w9MqM1-w9Cw4a-x4jX15-x74iHM-wNS8CN-wNT8Md
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More than three times the number of runners than Chris (C) Gordon and a staggering 

loss of -224.61 points to level stakes backing at Starting Prices.  

Mullins runners are prolific in numbers and prolific in winners, but good luck if you can 

find which one will pass the post first, and if you do, you may well find that there is 

little or no value in the bet. 

But what of the other 2022 National Hunt trainers heading the table in terms of strike 

rate… (note no Nicky Henderson, Twiston-Davies) …are the old guard starting to be 

pushed aside… 

Barry (B) Connell (Ireland) 
“I'm a bit mad to be taking a licence out at 60  

but why not give it a go?” 

In 2019 Barry Connell moved his cap from Owner to Trainer as he severed ties with 

Alan Fleming and took it upon himself to train his own horses over in County Kildare. 

Having bought a farm 4 years prior he put a lot of work in to install gallops and outdoor 

arenas and a host of other facilities to ensure that they had everything needed for 

training his horses. 

Previously his runners had been spread among famous names such as Ted Walsh and 

Gordon Elliott to name but two but his desire to have a more hands on approach led to 

him taking out a training licence aged 60. 

With space to have 25-30 runners at the stable at any one time and to train 10-15 

younger horses to bring on behind, Connell is a master of his own destiny. 

He is quoted as saying "I've done everything else in that I've owned, ridden and bred 

winners, so why not give it a go?" 

Indeed, and he seems to have got off to a good start overall. 

 

And in 2022 he seems to have really found his feet with a 26.23% strike rate. 
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His Handicap Novice Chasers and Hurdlers have come up short, 0 from 13 since his 

inception but other than that we will be interested to see how 2023 pans out for this new 

trainer. 

 

System 70: JO-98-70-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-B Connell-1st Qtr. 

Back Barry (B) Connell’s National Hunt runners (Not Novices) during the first quarter 

of 2023. 

Kieran Burke 
Burke has a healthy strike rate of 26.56% strike rate for 2022, but the returns suggest 

that those runners may well be going off at the shorter end of the market. 

 

Based in the heart of Dorset Kieran Burke started training in 2011 following a riding 

accident while as a former jockey, but you would only have seen a 20.00% + strike rate 

in that initial year, subsequent years 2012-2021 ranged from a flat 0.00% (0 winners 

from 59 runners in 2014) to 13.79%. 
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2022 has been an obviously good year, with profits coming from his Handicap runners 

which themselves have had a 35.56% strike rate. 

 

Again 16 wins from 8 runners shows a trainer with a smaller bank of horses being used 

to the best of their ability, and the combined strike rate since September 2022 has been 

almost 50%, so we will be interested to see if Burke can continue to deliver profits from 

his Handicap runners over the next few months. 

 

System 71:  JO-98-71-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-K Burke-1st Qtr. 

Back Kieran Burke’s National Hunt Handicap runners during the first quarter of 2023. 

Chris Gordon 

 
Chris Gordon is also a dual purpose trainer based in Winchester. Starting out back in 

2007 with his wife Jenny and no more horses than you could count on one hand the yard 

“survived” charging the bare minimum in training fees at the outset and gradually the 

yard grew. 

Since 2012 the yard has had just one profitable year (2014) other than 2022, but the 

strike rate in 2022 has been than double that of 2014. 
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His National Hunt Flat and Hurdlers are the ones which generated the profit. 

 

But eliminating the Maidens and Novice runners clearly shows that we would have lost 

little in terms of profits while maintaining an almost equivalent strike rate. 

 

Whether 2022 is another one off year of profits it will be interesting to see, but we will 

look to follow his runners (excluding Novices and Maidens) for the start of 2023 and 

see whether there are any further profits to be had. 

System 72: JO-98-72-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-C Gordon-1st Qtr. 

Back Chris Gordons Hurdle and NHF runners (excluding Novices and Maidens) for the 

first quarter of 2023. 

Richard Bandey 

 
Another relatively new trainer is Richard Bandey, previously an amateur jockey he 

decided to hang up his riding boots and concentrate on racehorse training and received a 

combined licence in 2018. 
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In his first full year in 2018 his National Hunt runners turned a profit of 44.50 points 

thanks to a 50/1 winner Fortune Bound with an overall strike rate for the year of 

16.67%. 

Move forward to 2019 and 2020 and these were the years of struggle with strike rates of 

3.33% (1 winner from 30 runners) and 0.00% (0 from 24 runners) respectively.  

2021 turned a healthy profit with a relatively low 13.33% strike rate thanks to a 20/1 

and an 80/1 winner. 

2022 though has seen a much better strike rate of 28.00%, profits accrued of 48.73 

points certainly cannot be sniffed at with runners varying in price from 2/11F to 20/1. 

His strike rate for 2022 has been evenly split between both Handicap and Non Handicap 

races. 

 

Any winners could come from any of the various race disciplines within National Hunt 

racing. 

A modestly small stable we will be interested to see how the yard can perform in the 

first quarter of 2023. 

 

System 73:  JO-98-73-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-R Bandey-1st Qtr. 

Follow Richard Bandey’s National Hunt runners for the first quarter of 2023. 
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And an aside to the top 25% performers we are also interested in Adam West showing 

an A/E of 1.80 

For those that do not know A/E stands for Actual over Expected. 

It is an indicator of the relative performance of the runners, and in purely simple terms 

an AE of greater than 1.00 shows that the runners outperformed their perceived odds 

and chance of winning their races. So, the greater the AE the better the performance 

compared to what was expected. 

Operating a dual code yard (Flat and Jumps) West’s National Hunt performances have 

been far better than those of his Flat runners since he started in 2013. 

 

An overall strike rate of just 6.35% on the All Weather (just 2.33% in 2022 to date) and 

6.35% on the Turf Flat (6.50% in 2022 to date).  

His National Hunt runners however have increased in number as the years progress and 

2022 so far has shown a reliable performance with a strike rate of 23.53% in 2022 to 

date. 

 

But we are aware that we need to be careful, those sixteen wins are split over 8 runners, 

and the bulk, 13, have been multiple wins in Handicap races.  

That said we are going to be interested to see what happens in 2023 for the West yard’s 

National Hunt runners, as the yard continues to develop momentum for this race code. 
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System 74:  JO-98-74-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-A West-1st Qtr. 

Follow Adam West’s National Hunt runners in the first quarter of 2023 to Win Only. 

* All suggested bets are Win Only using the Exchanges and results will be recorded 

using Betfair SP less 2% commission. 
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Test System Portfolio Update 

After a good few years of posting system selections free for OCP Gold and Platinum 

members, in late August this year, I took the plunge and started a Tipping Service 

(www.winningsystems.co.uk). No doubt you will have seen a good few emails 

promoting it and thankfully, plenty of people signed up and for that I am grateful. 

It has been a mixed few months, with a lovely and consistent first 6 weeks, followed by 

a stop go start to the NH and A/W season. Happily though, we are still well ahead of the 

game, and we can hopefully all look forward to a profitable 2023 together. 

However, it has to be said, in this game, we can never rest on our laurels and especially 

when it comes to systems, it is important that we continue our research to come up with 

something new to add to the portfolio or to replace a system that may be at the end of its 

days. 

With that in mind, at the end of September, I had a major review of all of my Proform 

systems, systems that I have developed over the last decade or so. Many of you will 

know, I have been a Proform user for a long time, I really can't remember how long, but 

I would say I first used it perhaps in 2007 or 2008 (or even earlier!)? 

It is the cornerstone for all of my betting and systems development, and I cannot 

recommend it highly enough. 

http://www.winningsystems.co.uk/
https://www.proformracing.com/
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Anyway, when I set the option to run all of my existing systems (there were a lot!) for 

the last 5 years, I was surprised how well some had stood the test of time. 

I decided to have a clear out of those that had never got past the development stage or 

had failed my trials and concentrated on the remaining group. I ran them for the 

previous 12 months and saw some very exciting results. 

My focus then was on re-understanding the parameters for each of those with potential 

and weeding out any that may have been back fitted or had the odd outlier in terms of a 

single winning bet at very high odds. In the early days, it was very easy to keep 

amending a system until you saw profitable results and then believe that system was 'the 

holy grail'. It never was! So that saw some more removed and then it was a case of 

selecting a portfolio of systems that complemented each other. 

One of my biggest failures as a betting person, is not having a big enough bank or 

setting my stakes too high for the bank that I have (both amount to the same thing 

obviously). Then, when losing runs occur, I feel the pressure as I see my bank diminish 

and I lose confidence. That is really exacerbated when systems have a low strike rate 

and the lower the strike rate, the longer the losing runs. 

So, having some systems that have a high strike rate to hopefully offset those at the 

lower end was also very important. 

A mix across the codes and seasons was also needed for all year round selections and 

interest. 

In the end, I selected 18 systems, and they fall into 5 main groups: 

 

• Ratings (my own and Proform) 

• Sires 

• Trainers (using PRB) 

• In Running Comments 

• A/W Pace 

The plan then was to use a betting BOT to place my bets, as there could be up to 30 or 

more per day. 

 

It is a very simple process to download the bets from Proform, into a .csv file and to 

link that file to The Bet Engine (or any other automated betting tool). That software is 

connected to Betfair and places the bets automatically. 

 

If all goes well, I hope to let the process run for 12 months, backing each selection at 

just €1 and to record the results to BSP. 
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At the end of that year (it started at the beginning of October 2022, so the end of 

September 2023), I am hoping that based on Profit/ROI/Strike Rate, I will have proved 

that some of these systems are worthy of adding to the Winning Systems portfolio or 

setting up as a separate entity for a new BOT group, and based on the data, sensible and 

different stakes could be used across a portfolio to maximise profits. 

 

After just over 2 months, 12 of the 18 systems have had bets and of those 7 are in profit 

at this point. 

 

There is a huge difference in profitability so far though, with the worst system at -16 

points and the best at +15. 

 

 
Overall, it is losing, but that is mainly because the very low strike rate systems (less 

than 6% S/R) have had few or no winners yet, but they still have nearly10 months to 

rectify that. 

 

One thing is very clear, it is not for the faint hearted. 

 

There are some great spells (90 points profit in 8 successive winning days), but plenty 

of losing runs over multiple days too. Bank management is absolutely critical! 

 

As always, I am monitoring results at various levels (Race Code, Class, Number of 

Runners etc.) and one that has really caught my eye at the moment is Price. 
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At the time of writing (8 December), if only backing selections that are 4/1 or less (5.0 

BSP), the returns are excellent: 

 

 
335 Selections, 124 Winners, 37.01% S/R, 54.29 Points Profit and 16.21% ROI. 

 

Obviously, it is very early days, anything could happen in the next 10 or so months, but 

I would be very disappointed if something positive did not come out of it. 

 

Watch this space for more updates in the coming months. 

 

Good luck. 

Kieran 

www.winningsystems.co.uk 

 

Note: Kieran posts all the selections from these systems in the On Course Profits 

Platinum members area each morning. 

http://www.winningsystems.co.uk/
http://www.winningsystems.co.uk/
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(CC BY-SA 4.0) - Horse Jump Fence At Bangor-On-Dee Racecourse  

 

Big Race Coverage - January 21st, 2023 
Peter Marsh Chase (Grade 2; 3m 11/2f); Haydock 

On the road to Cheltenham the race day at Haydock features the Grade Two Peter 

Marsh Handicap Chase, which takes a top-level staying chaser to win it and boasts 

recent winners like Bristol De Mai (2017), Vintage Clouds (2020) and last year’s 

hugely impressive Royal Pagaille. 

It's run over a distance of 3m 1½f, with 19 fences to jump, and open to horses aged 

five and older. 

This limited handicap has been contested on heavy ground on 8 of the last 11 

renewals that actually went ahead, and the weather played its part in 2011 and 2013 

with both races being abandoned due to frost/snow. 

It will therefore come as no surprise to see that that the top weight (or joint top 

weight) has won just 4 of the last 21 renewals. One of those came on soft; one on 

good to firm and the 2021 renewal was won on heavy by Royale Pagaille who 

followed up last time round when the race took place on soft going. 

Based on those stats if the going is heavy, we should in normal circumstances be 

able to safely swerve the top weights.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/8054914143
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It is fair to say that Royale Pagaille was a stats buster as not only did he defy 

carrying 11st 10lb the last twice, it led connections to go for a tilt at the Blue 

Riband Cheltenham Gold Cup. 

He finished a well beaten 6th at the Festival first time around but bettered that with 

a closer up finish in 5th place in last year’s Gold Cup. 

In fact, 18 of the other 22 winners carried at least 7lbs below the top weight and 

only 5 horses have carried more than 11st 2lbs to victory since 1997. 

Also, not surprising is that a big percentage of the winners on heavy going had 

previous winning form on the ground. The others had decent placed form under 

those most extreme conditions. 

Venetia Williams is adept at training the mudlarks and she has trained the winner of 

this race 4 times including the aforementioned Royale Pagaille and likewise, Sue 

Smith has won the race 5 times including two of the last 4 renewals! 

Look out for runners entered by these two and we would add Kerry Lee into the 

mix as well. All 3 are excellent trainers of staying chasers, especially when the 

mud is flying around. 

There have been only 4 winning favourites in the last 22 renewals and that is in spite 

of this race seeing small fields of 5 to 7 runners in the past. In fact, horses sent off at 

4/1 or shorter have provided just 5 winners from 30 such runners. 

Do not be afraid to back a veteran chaser if you fancy one as this race has been won 

by two 12yo’s, one 11yo and six who were aged 10yo. Despite this, 8yo runners 

have the best record and are 8-48 at a strike rate of 17%. 

Horses aged 7yo or younger are few and far between and have a record of 2-28. 

Horses with experience of marathon distances (3m 6f or further) have a good record 

and are 8-69 (strike rate 11.60%). 

The majority of the winners since 1997 had winning form over at least 3 miles and 

the last 13 winners had all been off the track for 21 days or longer. 

Course form counts for a lot with 13 of the 22 winners already successful at 

Haydock and they have a vastly superior strike rate to those without winning form 

at the track. 

20 of the 22 winners since 1997 had won no more than 3 handicap chases and 

those with a win on the board in the current season have a better strike rate than 

those that have not. 

That gives us a decent profile to identify some of the likelier types who will line up 

for the Peter Marsh Chase. 
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• Carrying 11st 2lbs or less 

• At least 7lbs below top weight 

• 9/2 or higher in the betting 

• Trained by Venetia Williams, Sue Smith, or Kerry Lee 

• Aged 8yo or older 

• Winning form over 3m or further 

• Raced over 3m 6f or further 

• Off the track for 21 days or longer 

• Previous winning form at Haydock 

• Won no more than 3 handicap chases 

• Won in the current season 

 

On race day we will analyse the entries against the highlighted trends and share our 

selection(s) with Platinum members in the members’ area. 

 

 

Steve Carter 
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SAW Your Way To Profit 
From the Desk of: Andrew David 

No, I’m not talking about the SAW the magician of years gone by Paul Daniels used to 

cut his assistant (and wife) Debbie McGee in half! I’m talking about SAW (Stop At A 

Winner) staking. 

For some it’s what you may call a ‘saw point’ if you excuse the pun but using Stop At A 

Winner staking is indeed loved by many that use it. So, let’s look at the nuts and 

crannies of SAW staking in operation using an example; 

Let’s say you are backing favourites at odds of 2/1 and are looking to Win a £10 target.  

Your first bet would be a stake of £5 at odds of 2/1. If it wins you are finished for the 

day. 

If it loses you look to recover that lost £5 + your £10 aim for the day.  

Therefore, your next stake would be £7.50 that at odds of 2/1 would deliver £15. Again, 

if that wins you are finished for the day. 

If it loses you would look to recover £12.50 in lost stakes from the first two bets plus 

your original £10 aim so a total of £22.50 needs to be won from the next bet staked at 

2/1. This would require a stake of £11.25. 
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You continue to do this until you hit a winner and then reset to starting stakes. The 

problem is unless you have a decent strike rate stakes can tend to escalate especially 

when following shortish priced selections. However, there are two potential ways 

around this that could make SAW work long term. 

One was brought to me by a reader who starts on very small stakes aiming to win 

just £2.50 per cycle with his chosen betting market. Meaning he can go quite a way 

before his stakes build up which he assures me rarely happens due to a decent long term 

strike rate. 

The second option could be to cap your bets, maybe only SAW up to a maximum of 

‘3’ bets and if all are unsuccessful then reset to start. This also works for many who 

play in the right market with the right strategy. 

A nice angle I’ve found is playing in the horse racing place markets with between 4 - 7 

runners and backing the second favourite if the odds are around 2.00+. Then only SAW 

up to 3 bets maximum and reset to start if no winner, and stop whenever you hit a 

winner in any of those 3 bets. This approach has cleared 16pts in just under two months 

and so is my favoured option. 

Here is an example; 

 

Remember, if the selection is unplaced then we look to recover our lost £8.35 plus our 

£10 aim for the day on the next qualifier. However, we only do this up to a maximum of 

3 bets. If NO winner in three bets we return to starting stake.   

Please note: If a race originally had 8 runners and a non runner brings the race down to 

7 or less then Betfair will still honour the third payout place albeit at reduced odds so 

such races can still be used. However, you will find most opportunities will arrive in 

races that payout on 2 places. 
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Also try and place your bet around 10 minutes before the race starts. 

The above is only a guide and over the coming months I will be looking at other 

markets and strategies that may be suitable for SAW betting and will relay them to you 

in forthcoming On Course Profits articles. 

Have a bash yourself with small £1 or £2 stakes to start and also look for markets based 

on a similar ilk above and with enough research you’re bound to hit a nice angle of your 

own!  
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(CC BY-SA 4.0) - Light The World | Light The World finishing in 2nd place (be… | Flickr 

Research Corner - A flying start to 2023? 
Hi All 

 

For this month’s Research Corner piece, we are sticking to a trainer based look-see as 

although there are many recent key factors such as the variable going and reduced field 

sizes; the well versed mantra that trainers are creatures of habit still continues to have 

solid claims. 

 

We will consider the first quarter of the New Year (January through to the end of 

March) during the most recent five-year period and focus in on a select number of yards 

that have had a decent amount of runners and winners over the sticks during that period. 

 

One further aspect is that all the data will be based on handicap races. 

 

The following table details the stables that we will be homing in on having recorded a 

solid profit profile coupled with an encouraging “Actual versus Expected” rating.  

 

For those of you that may not be familiar with the A/E rating anything close to or above 

1.00 are considered a positive. 

 

 

 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/7211629486/in/photolist-wP38X6-w9taC9-x5LyYY-x6FiUX-w9EKHk-w9HYTo-x765fR-s9Ufwo-wNUdQj-bZgzs3-s9Uhtu-w9y9GS-otUSSW-sruBoM-wNSBvb-x72AEM-bZgvFJ-bZguzU-wPj9Nn-bZgtqy-wNSrn7-wJZKUM-ovJ8ju-wP99Bm-x4a9VC-sru49r-owBigv-bZgt8Q-x5L9Jq-Brboa-oeH4RD-bU36er-w9qNES-oupMxu-oePauF-bCNEv1-wP916w-bZgsSQ-owfDFQ-x6KtFx-bFbTKL-bZgucq-otvxjd-oeBoUU-otXgGE-oxikRR-ovvH6b-ou9hM3-oeurDV-oeo1xW
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Trainer Runners Winners Win SR % BFSP P&L ROI % A/E 

Tom Lacey 168 35 20.83 45.24 26.93 1.07 

Christian Williams 199 38 19.10 94.15 47.31 1.23 

Nicky Richards 389 69 17.74 95.89 24.65 1.05 

 

Next up we will take a closer look at each of the above yards to see if we can unearth a 

few potential gems from their runners during the first quarter the calendar year.  

 

Tom Lacey 

With a background in horse racing from an early age he progressed from breaking-in 

and schooling young horses under Captain Charles Radclyffe to work as a pupil 

assistant trainer in two prominent National Hunt stables, and also rode successfully in 

Point-to-Points, having twenty-seven winners. 

 

His training career started during the 2012/13 National Hunt season and has 

subsequently gone from strength to strength with his ‘breakthrough’ season being 

during 2017/18 in which he saddled 39 winners, including Vado Forte in the totepool 

Sussex Champion Hurdle at Plumpton, Jester Jet in the Grade Three Alder Hey 

Children’s Charity Handicap Hurdle at Aintree and Thomas Patrick in the Grade Three 

Betway Handicap Chase, also at Aintree, and amassed over £359,000 in total earnings. 

 

The following table shows the breakdown of the yards 35 winners during the first 

quarter of the year during the most recent five year period. 

 

 
 

A very positive first quarter in 2018 was followed by a trio of lean years but then the 

yard bounced back during the latest campaign. 

 

If we drill down a little further we find some interesting insights by the type of handicap 

 

 
 

Although the handicap chasers have a slightly better strike rate the profit has come via 

the handicap hurdlers. 
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System 60: JO-98-60-01-23-SC-Lacey handicap Hurdles. 

Back the runners trained by Tom Lacey during the first quarter of 2023 when they are 

entered to run in handicap hurdles. 

 

You could also consider going Each-Way if the number of runners and prices permit 

given the better than 40% place strike rate. 

 

Next up we move over the Welsh border into the Vale of Glamorgan. 

 

Christian Williams 

Williams had a successful career as a jockey during which he rode more than 100 

winners for both multiple Champion trainer Paul Nicholls and well-known Welsh 

handler Evan Williams.  

 

The highlight was riding Denman on which he had a perfect 3 from 3. A number of 

injuries persuaded him to stop riding and turn his attention to the training of horses 

initially spending five years as a private trainer to leading National Hunt owner Dai 

Walters. 

 

He moved on to establish Christian Williams Racing at his family’s Ogmore Farm. 

 

If we consider the type of race that the NH handicap runners have been performing in 

we get a very clear picture from the following:- 

 

 
 

Although the handicap hurdlers have a modestly positive A/E it would strongly suggest 

from the above data that it is the handicap chasers that we need to focus on.  
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System 61: JO-98-61-01-23-SC-C Williams-Handicap-Chsrs. 

Back the runners trained by Christian Williams during the first quarter of 2023 when 

then are entered to run in handicap chases. 

 

Nicky Richards 

We will end this month’s piece with the third trainer in the original table, Nicky 

Richards, who has been making great strides since taking over the reins at Greystoke in 

the heart of Cumbria from the legendary Gordon Richards. 

 

If we drill down on the stats during the individual years for the 1st quarter during the 

most recent 5 year period we find: - 

 

 
 

Four positive years out of the last 5 is a good starting point but can it be further 

improved? 

 

 
 

As with the Williams yard it is the handicaps chasers during the 1st quarter of the year 

that have brought the best return. Given the heritage of the yard in this sphere it is no 

surprise that the son has excelled with the chasing types. 
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System 62: JO-98-62-01-23-SC-NG Richards-Handicap-Chsrs. 

Back the runners trained by Nicky Richards during 1st quarter of 2023 when they are 

competing in handicap chases. 

 

Let’s hope that by the time you are reading this and the other content in the January 

edition of the magazine the weather is kinder and we actually get to experience the NH 

scene in all of its glory. 

 

Until next time  

 

Steve Carter 
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(CC BY 4.0)  -  Novices' hurdle | Professeur Emery, Rysbrack, Avison | Carine06 | Flickr 

The Pep Talk - Christmas and Cheltenham 
Faugheen Novice Chase 

Willie Mullins has a phenomenal recent record in this contest, winning four of the last 

seven which includes two of the last three, Al Boum Photo more than likely would have 

won for him in 2017 had he not have fallen at the last and Getabird was a narrow 

second in 2018.  

It was therefore unusual that he wasn’t represented in the race last season, but it should 

be business as usual in the 2022 renewal. It looks as though he’s going to be represented 

by Kilcruit, the formidable bumper performer of two seasons ago.  

His hurdling career just never really took off having been beaten in 4 of his 5 starts last 

campaign. It wasn’t all bad though as he was beaten by a couple of good ones at 

Christmas in Minella Crooner and Journey With Me, then a third in the Supreme behind 

Constitution Hill and Jonbon isn’t exactly shoddy form.  

When he reappeared at Punchestown last month for his chase debut, he was entitled to 

do what he did against inferior rivals, but he looked back to somewhere near his best in 

the manner he did it. It was an assured round of jumping for a debut, he was economical 

and quick. He looked far more comfortable than he did over hurdles last year and I think 

we’ll see a much better horse this season. 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/8315430892/in/photolist-x6KaLz-dEJQaK-rnnGkE-rnoN3b-to1Bnd-dENKZs-dENKU9-dENL6A-dENKNd-xjBX72-qHaEmM-qHaEiR-rDRurm-rnoMWE-qGXzbG-woaeLS-rkCLn8-rnp2Qb-rnp1as-rnp1bj-rDRPv2-rnoMSw-rDX5xk-rDXjyX-qGXA4J-w9wwT9-5cYxBy-2fsYfwo-t4JyZP-rrHZj9-x5LyYY-w9Qpjz-x765fR-xfPCZm-oufo39
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It looks as though the unbeaten Gerri Colombe is heading here for Gordon Elliott, but I 

think he’s been handily placed to have remained unbeaten to be honest. I can see this 

test being plenty short enough for him and Kilcruit having too many gears, even if the 

ground is on the soft side, as Mullins charge has won on a variety of surfaces.  

Recommended Bet 

Back Kilcruit @ 9/4 

 

Welsh Grand National 

The result of this race may well depend on the well-being of Quick Wave. We’ve only 

seen her twice since March 2021, but both appearances have resulted in facile victories. 

She’s 9lb well-in at Chepstow and could wipe the floor with her rivals, but as the rest of 

her career indicates, she’s not the most consistent. 

I think there’s some serious value in Oscar Elite here. He too would not be consistent, 

but he’s 33/1, so it’s more of a risk worth taking. Placing in Grade 1s over hurdles, he 

proved his ability before ultimately disappointing in his novice chase season, but a third 

in the Ultima Handicap at the Cheltenham Festival showed the necessary signs that the 

ability was still there.  

Going off 9/1 for the Coral Gold Cup last month, it’s safe to say more was expected 

than his tenth place finish. But I’m not convinced he was ever really going at Newbury 

and given his previous form, softer ground than it was that day would help him.  

He’s won on both his visits to Chepstow which is an obvious positive and even though 

he’s by no means guaranteed to run well, he definitely has the capability to and he’s 

worth chancing under conditions which should favour him. 

Recommended Bet 

Back Oscar Elite @ 33/1 Each Way 

 

Mares Hurdle 

The way the betting has gone, it appears as though Allegorie De Vassy is heading the 

chasing route, so I’m happy with the position we’re in from earlier in the year. But that 

then brings me back to the Mares Hurdle. There was a bit of a shake up here with Henry 

De Bromhead not ruling this out as an option for Honeysuckle. But in my view, if she 

doesn’t run in the Champion Hurdle, it’s because she’s not quite the same horse she 

was, therefore I don’t believe she’d be a bet in this either.  

On the contrary, I’d be surprised if Epatante didn’t run here given she effectively has no 

chance against her stablemate, Constitution Hill, in the Champion Hurdle.  

But despite being impressive in the Aintree Hurdle, she was pretty disappointing at 

Punchestown. 
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For me, the bet in this race is Brandy Love, who appears to have an abundance of 

ability. She was beaten by Allegorie De Vassy at Fairyhouse but went back to that 

venue and slammed the Cheltenham winner Love Envoi easily in April.  

Despite jumping left (markedly so the first time), the results were remarkable really.  

Her only run over hurdles going left-handed was an easy win at Naas and going back 

that way round would likely see her to even better effect.  

She’s got a massive engine and given Mullins’ record in this race I think she’s the one 

to be on. I’m not concerned we haven’t seen her yet as they were debating retirement 

with her through the summer, so by all accounts she was a little late going back into 

training, but even if we only saw her once before the festival, which would be enough to 

blow the cobwebs away. 

Recommended Bet 

Back Brandy Love @ 6/1 

Ballymore Novices Hurdle 

The top 3 in the market all represent Willie Mullins, but the one I like most is the 

biggest price of the trio. I’d say there is pretty much no chance Facile Vega runs here, 

he’ll be in the Supreme.  

Grangeclare West is an interesting one, he was expensive at the sales and won in 

decisive fashion on hurdling debut at Navan and the Grade 1 at Naas in early January 

has been earmarked as his next start. He does look like a galloper, and I wonder if he 

could possibly step up to three miles this season. But without doubt, Gaelic Warrior is 

the value for me at 10/1. 

The French import was smashed off the boards to win the Boodles Handicap Hurdle at 

the festival last season, but his consistent jumping to the right ultimately cost him the 

race as he went down a short head.  

That was his first start for the stable and just his fourth start overall, so he’s entitled to 

learn from it. What is really interesting is that in the aftermath of that effort, Willie 

Mullins stated “he will be back here for the Ballymore next year.”  

If that’s not confidence in a horse’s ability I don’t know what is! Gaelic Warrior duly 

returned to action at Tramore in November and absolutely hacked up, by what has been 

given as 86-lengths. Jumping straight (granted it was a right-handed track) he looked 

really, really good to my eye. He needs to do it in better company at a left-handed track, 

but he’s got tons of talent and at 10/1 he definitely rates a bet for me. 

Recommended Bet 

Back Gaelic Warrior @ 10/1 

 

Alex Peperell  
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(CC BY 4.0)  -  Novices' chase | Milarrow, Aikideau, Valmari, Coole River | Carine06 | Flickr 

National Hunt favourites January to March 

By the time you read this it will either be the end of 2022 or the beginning of a New 

Year, and for National Hunt fans there is plenty of great racing to look forward to in the 

first three months of 2023. Everything comes to a head in March of course as we have 

the Cheltenham Festival to enjoy – arguably the best meeting of the year jumps or flat.  

In this article I am going to look at the performance of National Hunt favourites in the 

early part of the year. I should state that I am primarily looking at horses that were 

CLEAR favourite. Joint / co favourites are looked at briefly at the end. 

I have analysed races going back to the start of 2017 with the focus on UK National 

Hunt racing only during the months of January, February and March. All profit and 

losses have been calculated to Betfair Starting Price (less 5% commission) using £1 

level stakes.  

Clear Favourites 

So, first things first – if we backed every single National Hunt clear favourite since 

2017 in the first three months of the year, how would we have performed? 

Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

6283 2411 38.4 – £65.37 – 1.0 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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This is not a bad starting point with losses standing at just 1 pence for every £1 wagered 

Favourites often get a bad ‘rap’ as analysts will point to the fact that it is difficult to get 

value backing favourites. This is true but perhaps here is a case where we may have 

potentially found some favourite value. Splitting now into each individual month we get 

the following breakdown: 

Month Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

January 1970 757 38.4 + £11.59 + 0.6 

February 1931 765 39.6 + £27.91 + 1.4 

March 2382 889 37.3 – £104.87 – 4.4 

A small profit in January and February respectively; a small loss in March. These losses 

in March have nothing to do with Cheltenham Festival favourites as they have actually 

made a small profit in this time frame of £10.77 (ROI + 6.9%). A look at race type now 

and hence I will be splitting the data by chase, hurdle and NH flat races (bumpers): 

Race Type Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

Chase 2378 863 36.3 – £63.01 – 2.6 

Hurdle 3312 1334 40.3 + £37.79 + 1.1 

NH Flat 593 214 36.1 – £40.14 – 6.8 

I am not surprised to see that National Hunt flat favourites have the poorest record. 

From a personal perspective I find these races close to impossible due to the limited 

form on offer.  

In contrast, hurdle races have seen favourites make a nominal profit so it makes sense to 

split these up into handicap and non handicap races to see whether that makes a 

difference or not: 

Hurdle Race 

Type 
Runs Wins 

Strike Rate 

(%) 

Profit / Loss 

(BSP) 

ROI 

(%) 

Non Handicap 1530 759 49.6 – £30.76 – 2.01 

Handicap 1782 575 32.3 + £68.55 + 3.85 

A much lower strike rate in handicaps as one would expect, but this is where the profits 

have come from. Interestingly if you had focused on clear favourites in handicap 

hurdles who had NOT finished first or second last time out, you would have been 

rewarded with 258 winners from 782 runners (SR 33.0%) for a profit of £136.25 (ROI + 

17.4%).  

That would have given us a very tidy yield.  

Time to move back to ALL races once again, and I am going to look at Betfair SP odds 

to see if we can find an edge.  

I have split the odds into four groupings.  
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These groupings have given us at least 1200 races in each price bracket which gives us 

good size data sets: 

Betfair SP Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

1.01 to 2.00 1264 802 63.5 – £7.56 – 0.6 

2.01 to 3.00 2185 871 39.9 – £88.64 – 4.1 

3.01 to 4.00 1574 438 27.8 – £117.43 – 7.5 

4.01 + 1260 300 23.8 + £148.26 + 11.8 

These stats are quite eye opening with the bigger priced favourites clearly the best 

value. A return of nearly 12p in the £ for horses priced 4.01 or bigger is decent.  

It should also be noted that each individual year these bigger priced runners have made 

a profit as the table below shows: 

Year Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

2017 221 49 22.2 + £15.80 + 7.2 

2018 214 48 22.4 + £12.79 + 6.0 

2019 202 50 24.8 + £33.18 + 16.4 

2020 187 49 26.2 + £43.35 + 23.2 

2021 221 53 24.0 + £29.49 + 13.3 

2022 215 51 23.7 + £13.66 + 6.4 

It is always good to break down overall results and see year in year out consistency like 

this. This should give us much more confidence in the overall data.  

Hopefully 2023 will show similar positive results. 

A look at trainers next to see whether any have excelled with favourites, or indeed 

struggled.  

Here are all trainers who have saddled at least 50 favourites in the first three months of 

the year since 2017: 

Trainer Runs Wins 
Strike Rate 

(%) 

Profit / Loss 

(BSP) 

ROI 

(%) 

Honeyball, A  88 47 53.4 + £33.01 + 37.5 

Fry, H 118 57 48.3 + £34.37 + 29.1 

Gordon, C 62 29 46.8 + £10.65 + 17.2 

Ellison, B 63 29 46.0 + £2.20 + 3.5 

Scott, J 50 23 46.0 + £26.44 + 52.9 

Henderson, N  343 155 45.2 – £21.24 – 6.2 

King, A 127 57 44.9 + £2.00 + 1.6 

McCain Jnr, D 133 59 44.4 + £12.89 + 9.7 

Skelton, D 275 121 44.0 + £3.06 + 1.1 

Murphy, O 139 61 43.9 – £7.00 – 5.0 

Mulholland, N  91 38 41.8 + £9.18 + 10.1 
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Hobbs, P  195 81 41.5 – £2.19 – 1.1 

Pipe, D  68 28 41.2 – £1.91 – 2.8 

Nicholls, P  316 129 40.8 – £44.09 – 14.0 

Moore, G L 135 54 40.0 – £8.32 – 6.2 

Williams, Miss V 163 63 38.7 + £9.05 + 5.6 

Tizzard, C  110 42 38.2 – £3.35 – 3.1 

Richards, N 92 35 38.0 – £9.52 – 10.4 

Bailey, K  105 39 37.1 – £11.00 – 10.5 

Twiston Davies, N  116 43 37.1 + £1.63 + 1.4 

Snowden, J 52 19 36.5 – £2.82 – 5.4 

Lacey, T 66 24 36.4 – £1.90 – 2.9 

Greatrex, W  81 29 35.8 – £13.08 – 16.2 

Mullins, W  59 21 35.6 – £3.72 – 6.3 

O’Brien, F 121 43 35.5 – £8.97 – 7.4 

Newland, Dr R  67 23 34.3 – £14.50 – 21.7 

Williams, E 85 29 34.1 + £4.20 + 4.9 

George, T  57 19 33.3 – £7.86 – 13.8 

Thomson, A  57 19 33.3 – £7.76 – 13.6 

Lavelle, Miss E  52 17 32.7 – £4.56 – 8.8 

Smith, Mrs S  75 24 32.0 – £9.61 – 12.8 

O’Neill, J 99 30 30.3 – £15.43 – 15.6 

Russell, Miss L 57 16 28.1 – £18.79 – 33.0 

Pauling, B 73 16 21.9 – £28.70 – 39.3 

 

A huge differential between the trainer at the top of the table with the one at the bottom. 

Anthony Honeyball with a strike rate of over 53% and profits of 37.5p in the £ versus 

Ben Pauling with a 21.9% strike rate and losses edging close to 40 pence in the £. 

Interesting to see the big guns of Nicky Henderson and Paul Nicholls both in the 

negative despite 40%+ strike rates. It seems that favourites from the Nicholls stable 

especially start a bit shorter than their true price. 

All in all the stats we have examined suggest that it seems a good time of the year to at 

least consider backing certain clear favourites in National Hunt races.  

Joint/co Favourites 

Before I finish let me quickly look at the stats for joint or co favourites. First, the overall 

stats for all such runners: 

Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) 

1026 250 24.4 + £16.59 + 1.6 
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A profit here albeit a small one. Just more fuel to the fire in terms of the positivity 

behind favourites at this time of year. They also made a profit when the BSP price was 

4.01 or bigger – returns of 3.5p in the £.  

Here are a couple of extra stats for joint favourites I would like to share: 

1.  Joint favourites in National Hunt flat races have a very poor record scoring just 20% 

of the time and losing a whopping 25 pence in the £; 

2.  Joint favourites in handicap races have replicated the profit made by clear favs in this 

sphere. They have had 193 winners from 810 qualifiers (SR 23.8%) for a solid profit of 

£53.94 (ROI + 6.7%). 

Despite personally being a punter who tends to look for bigger priced horses, this article 

has shown there can be value at the front end of the market as well. I will be keeping a 

close eye on National Hunt favourites from January 1st to March 31st, and I suggest 

readers do too! 

David Renham    
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https://www.itvracingtips.com/
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Image by Gerd Altmann from Pixabay 

The Psychology of Betting 
Approaching betting in a professional manner 

How do you bet like a professional? 
Before you can learn to do that, you must learn to think like a professional in every 

respect. 

This is not a technical chapter based on selection processes and staking plans - that will 

all come later. Firstly, it is the thought processes that we must look at. 

The main difference between a professional punter and an amateur is that the 

professional spends less time and effort looking for winners and more time looking for 

prices. That is the aspect of betting on which you must concentrate if you are ever to 

become professional. 

A professional wouldn't walk into a bookie's shop, stare at the Racing Post on the wall 

for ten minutes, then hurriedly fill in an each-way yankee based on his favourite 

jockey's mounts. 

I know that is an obvious example, yet so many thousands of punters every day hand 

over millions of pounds by acting in such a way. 

The problem comes when you have a decent win by doing something like that - because 

it postpones the time when you will reach your senses - sometimes by years.  

https://pixabay.com/users/geralt-9301/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=3914811
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=3914811
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Quite simply, you cannot be a professional and act in such a manner. 

A professional, by the very nature of the word, has to win. Not every day, or even every 

week - but he has to win to make a living, or at least to sustain the one he's got. 

Just image yourself in the position where you have to win - perhaps some of you have 

been in it. How would you act then?  

You would certainly take much more care over your selections - but is that enough?  

You will hopefully have set up a betting bank and have decided roughly how you are 

going to stake from it. You will hopefully have a good grasp of value - the most 

important thing in betting. If you haven't grasped the concept of value, then quite simply 

you will never be a professional - it's as simple as that. You must be on the lookout for 

it all the time - you are not looking for winners, you are looking for value. 

It is very tempting for me to start writing an in-depth analysis of value, selection 

processes, betting banks and staking plans - but I shall leave each to their own chapter, 

so that I can try to emphasise the emotional involvement that you will encounter in your 

quest to make a living. 

First and foremost, you must be absolutely sure that your methods are right - so sure 

that you will never ever doubt them no matter what happens. Once you begin to doubt 

your methods you are in big danger. No matter what sort of losing sequence befalls you, 

you must never doubt the fundamental methods that you have learned. By attempting to 

drastically change them you are heading for disaster. 

One basic principle which you should never forget: 

No matter how bad your recent results have been, they do not, in any way whatsoever, 

affect the chances of today's bet. Not in the slightest. Just because your last seven bets 

have lost has no bearing on the chances of the eighth. Everyone encounters sequences - 

it's a part of life that things happen in sequences. But the study of sequences themselves 

will lead you nowhere because each investment you make is a completely independent 

entity, unaffected by anything before or after. 

Once you understand this (and it takes a long time), then you will treat the inevitable 

losing runs with a completely different attitude. You will begin to be unaffected by 

them - not totally, but enough to ensure that they are not on your mind as you make 

your next selection. This is important - if you are psychologically affected by being in 

the middle of a losing sequence, your judgement will be affected as you make your next 

bet. There is no doubt about it. 

You may forego value to try and retrieve the situation with a short-priced favourite, 

which normally you would dismiss as giving no value at all. This is fatal and must be 

resisted at all times.  

If you stick to the methods, you know are proven, you are bound to win in the long 

term. 
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What I am trying to say is that after a while a week will become about as significant to 

you as a day used to be.  

Years ago I remember being upset as I trudged home after a 'bad day'. How ridiculous 

that seems to me now. A 'bad week' barely affects me now, because I know that my 

methods have stood the test of time - and I also know that sequences follow us all 

through our betting lives, both 'good' ones and 'bad' ones. 

On the other side of the coin, a 'good' sequence must never ever lead to rashness or 

complacency. If we remember the golden rule that each bet is completely independent 

of every other, we must know that ten winners on the bounce doesn't give the eleventh 

any better chance than it already has. 

If you ever make a bet purely because of the outcome of a previous one, whether it be 

because you are well in front, so you decide to try to extend the winning streak, or 

whether it be because to want to recoup losses quickly, then you have not grasped the 

basic psychology required for the discipline of successful betting. 

If you can't sleep, and sit up all night and flip a coin repetitively - will there be times 

when six or seven heads appear one after another? Of course, there will, and vice versa. 

You can't stop it happening - it is a sequence. We have to live with them. 

A losing sequence doesn't necessarily mean that you are doing anything wrong, and in 

the same way a winning sequence doesn't necessarily mean that you have the key to 

long-term profit. The only way to decide whether either is true is to keep cumulative 

long-term records of your bets. 

In summary, here are my 5 golden rules to ensure you keep a cool head and the ability 

to concentrate positively and exclusively on your next bet: 

1. Know your trade inside out. 

2. Once they are tried and trusted, stick to your methods at all times, no matter 

what. 

3. Eliminate self-doubt. 

4. Eliminate over-confidence, but not self-confidence. 

5. Know that sequences, both good and bad, are an inevitable part of betting. 

 

Steve Jones 

www.cdsystems.uk.com 

Professional Betting Advice and Strategy (2000-22) 

 

  

file:///C:/Users/darrenpower/Dropbox/Documents/On%20Course%20Profits/2023/Issue%2098%20-%20Jan%202023/www.cdsystems.uk.com
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Lose Less by John Cutts 
With kind permission, we will be serialising the new book from Punters Pal partner 

John Cutts over the next 12 months. 

Early reviews for the book have been very positive with an overall 4.5 star rating as I 

type. 

If you can’t wait for 12 months you can get it in paperback or on Kindle here 

 

Preface 

 
I have long felt the need to write this book. 

I have not read a lot of books on horse racing betting but the ones I have left me no 

wiser after I read them. 

They tend to be written (or ghost written) by ex-owners’ trainers or jockeys writing 

their memoirs, or pro gamblers with some stories but who give none of their ‘secrets’ 

away. 

So, when the idea of finally (actually) writing a book came to me, I promised myself 

that the reader would finish the book having learned systems, methods, facts, that will 

help them in their future betting. 

https://amzn.to/3uZxPpN
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In fact, there are four or five “do this – do that – do this” systems in this book; the only 

logical guide to a ‘value’ price for a horse I have ever come across; and a guide to how 

to calculate the real (rather than the official) going, using race times. 

As well as the experts keeping their secrets to themselves, another irritating thing has 

been the obvious padding of their books with irrelevant stories to make it look bigger 

and thus more ‘valuable’. 

Obviously, memoirs are stories and needn’t offer any gambling advice. 

But for me, a how-to, nonfiction book is worth what I learn from it and, though there 

are stories in my book, they are short and relevant to the discovery of this or that fact, 

system, method etc. 

In short, I think there is a market for a book on horse racing betting that deals with 

topical debates like value vs winners, singles vs multiples, stake to size of bank ratios 

and more, but as the basis for immediately actionable advice rather than abstract nit 

picking. 

Who am I to say? Well, I am no big shot pro gambler – that’s for sure! 

My first bet was on Red Rum in the 1973 Grand National, so you can tell how long I 

have been betting. 

But I was only a kid back then and didn’t begin betting seriously till the early nineties 

when my brother and I were introduced to the system selections of someone who we 

still call the London Bloke to this day, even though we have known his name for 

decades.  

We learned a lot in a short time back then and have been learning ever since as we 

continue the search for the London Bloke’s system, which, for four and half years had 

an 80% strike rate at average odds against! 

About a decade after his death, we had an inspiring winning run which we thought 

might enable us to quit the day job (glazing) and go pro. We also launched a new tipster 

service called Bet2Win. 

We got rave reviews but, eventually, as with all systems, the bookies caught up with us. 

It still breaks even, and we still have some clients as subscribers for the selections even 

today – as part of other services in our portfolio. 

So, since the 90’s we have learned lots of lessons. There are nearly 30 years of 

experience, 30 years of trial and error and 30 years of joy and despair in the pages of 

this book. 

For the past decade we have had a blog called thepunterspal.com and I have spent the 

past six months sifting through hundreds of our blog posts to select the very best – the 

most enlightening and those which underpin the systems and methods we reveal in the 

book. 

http://www.thepunterspal.com/
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Since then, I have carefully edited and fact checked them. 

So, I have spent a good six months putting this book together and it will take you an 

hour or so to read it. No fluff. A how – to book that tells you precisely what to do, how 

to do it, and why – the reasoning behind it.  

The reasoning is important, so don’t make the mistake of skipping it as you will need 

belief if you are to withstand the inevitable losing runs on the way to the next winning 

cluster. 

Today I have learned to make enjoying the racing the priority as well as running the 

site. 

This book is written to save you 30 years of trial and error. I have done the work for 

you. 

Not only that, but I want you to start enjoying your racing again. 

My journey has been from casual, fun betting, punter, to stressed would-be pro gambler 

(in truth, more like semi pro) to well informed punter who approximately breaks even 

most of the time, has some bad days and some brilliant ones too.  

I enjoy them all. 

Not many people have hobbies that pay for themselves. 

That’s where I want to take you. 

If you want a guru, you are in the wrong place. This is not the definitive guide to 

backing horses. No such book exists – nor could. 

This book is based on 10 years of blogs. My blogs work as a diary for me, and it serves 

you as well as me that I maximise their use. 

Even if you are a pro, you should find something that improves your betting a shade 

(calculating your own going, for instance). 

When you read on, you will enjoy either swearing at, or nodding in agreement with, 

what I have written on the principles.  

One thing is for sure – it will make you think. 

Warning some of my views go against the grain. 

Fundamentally, this book is aimed at those who love horse racing as their main hobby 

and want to enjoy their hobby at minimum cost and/or, with some luck – a big win that 

changes their life. 

Almost every chapter has immediately actionable advice and I can guarantee this is not 

your usual horse racing betting book. 

My aim with this book is not just to show you what to do but also why. 
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Knowing the why will keep you going when the results are going against you. 

Introduction 
 

Vindication!  

That was the overwhelming feeling as Tayarat landed the last leg of the 6-fold, shown 

below. No whooping, no dancing with joy – just vindication. 

 

Figure 1 – Bet365 screenshot of Tayarat win and stakes 

After all those years of snide remarks, “you’re wasting time”, “you’re wasting money” 

etc – vindication.  

And all those ‘gurus’ who said only ‘mug punters’ bet multiples – who is the mug now?  

It got me thinking, did that near 20K win put me in lifetime profit or in loss? I had no 

idea and I didn’t care. All I knew was I had an extra 20 Grand more in the bank now 

than I did in the morning.  

All those years pouring through the form books, burning the midnight oil. Yet the 

selections above took me around an hour to find.  

No stress, no rushing, I had picked these the night before and placed the bets then too.  

All I had to do now was watch them on TV.  
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‘‘This is the life I thought’’, as I leaned back in my chair in the conservatory, where I 

was watching racing on AtTheRaces. 

No betting bank, just betting what I could afford – and who can’t afford a pound?  

No calculating stakes from race to race. All bets placed the night before.  

No searching out the best odds – though being sure to take Best Odds Guaranteed 

(BOG). All on with one bookie last night.  

Only around an hour or so of research.  

And I have just watched my one-pound win 6-fold pay nearly 18,962 pounds!  

In short, living like a ‘mug punter’ and loving it.  

What it really takes to be a pro gambler  

I doubt you have been told this before… 

Perhaps you too have had that dream. Professional gambler sat on the train going to the 

races. Laptop open, Racing Post too perhaps, finalising things before we arrive at the 

course and start organising the placing of bets for the gigantic coup we have plotted up 

and which will make us rich and famous.  

Then we wake up! Professional gamblers, those who make their income solely from 

gambling are so rare that I doubt anyone reading this is one or will ever become one.  

There are many reasons for this which are only partly to do with the personal attributes 

necessary to make a good living out of betting – patience, discipline, tenacity, money 

management skills etc. No, the fundamental reason that even someone who has the pre-

requisites for success fails is for the same reason the majority of small businesses fail – 

under capitalisation.  

Money makes money 

Denman’s former owner, and larger than life, big hitting, pro gambler, Harry Findlay, 

famously said that “No punter on the planet wins more than 8% of his turnover”. P11 of 

Patrick Veitch’s book Public Enemy Number One.  

Let us suppose you could better that, and, to keep the maths simple, make 10% on your 

turnover. To better the average wage to earn say £30,000 per year, you would need to 

stake £300,000 per year! Ten times your profit.  

This can be done – at one extreme, by placing around £800 a day on one horse and, at 

the other, by backing an average of 20 horses per day to £40 stakes.  

But where to find 20 good selections a day or £800? By the way, if you think that 8% 

profit is on the conservative side bear in mind that the great pro gambler, Alex Bird, 

worked on 2% profit and packed it in when 4% betting tax was introduced.  
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The other part of the capitalisation thing is cash flow. If you back as necessary to make 

a profit of 10% on turnover you will have a lot of your bank tied up on an average day.  

More than half your bank could be tied up. 

Also, if you are looking for the best prices – and you should be – then you are going to 

have money tied up with lots of bookies. 

You will surely be familiar with how it takes seconds to deposit money with the online 

bookies but a few days for it to appear back in your bank account!  

Therefore, you really do need to have enough money to cover cash flow requirements, 

cover all the bets and to get the best prices. 

So, while I do not want to discourage anyone who has the knowledge to make a profit, 

the cash to finance it all and the personal attributes (mainly the ability to keep at it 

through the inevitable losing runs – every famous pro I have read about had lost at least 

one bank – the winning runs are easy), I just wanted to introduce a note of caution so 

that anyone thinking of ‘going pro’ at least has some idea what they are getting 

themselves into.  

Even as a hobby though, this can actually make you money 

So, is it all a waste of time then? If we can’t make a living out of racing why bother? 

Not at all.  

First, it is fun. If it isn’t, why do it?  

Secondly, it isn’t all or nothing. With at least some of the attributes listed above it is 

quite possible to supplement your income – some do!  

Everyone has a hobby and, as I always used to tell my mates when I was on my way to 

the bookies and they on their way to the local pub on a Saturday, “I have a chance of 

walking out of the bookies with more money. Unless you hit the jackpot on the fruit 

machine, you will definitely walk out with less.”  

What’s more this hobby could completely change your life 

Ask Agnes Haddock who won £688,620 for a £2 Scoop 6 ticket based on names she 

liked! 

Or the thousands of small stakes punters who took their share of the bookies’ £40 

million pay out on Frankie Dettori’s Magnificent 7 accumulator at Ascot in 1996.  

Of course, these are extremes, but I have had the big win I showed you, I should have 

won 30K a few years ago at Galway but for stinting on the perm just to save a few quid 

in stakes. I’ve also had many other 4 figure payouts. These examples are all to one 

pound unit stakes, by the way. Low risk – high reward. 
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Last Cheltenham (2021) I got a nice 1K treble up and would have had a 5K 4-fold acca 

had Windows Updates not taken my computer over for a couple of hours so I could not 

get the 4-fold bet on. 

For the big win I showed you at the start all except the 16/1 winner came from the  

systems and strategies in this book. For the big festivals I use a mix of our portfolio and 

race trends. 

In the next chapter, you will discover the motivation for devising the systems and 

strategies we now use. I hope they encourage you as much as they encouraged us. 

Until next time… 

We will continue our serialisation next month, if you would like to read the whole book 

right away you can buy it here  

 

 

 

 

  

https://amzn.to/3uZxPpN
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/ratecard
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Photo by Cytonn Photography on Unsplash 

Product Reviews 
We have a three new products under review for this month, and remember if there are 

any products on the market you would like to see us a review, please feel free to contact 

us by dropping a note. Just click here and send in your suggestion. 

 

Cost: Discounted first month of £22.50 then £45.00 per month thereafter or £45.00 for 

the first 3 months then £90.00 a quarter thereafter or £95.00 for the first 6 months then 

£135.00 every 6 months. 

The Trial: This is a racehorse tipping service from www.betsocial.co.uk which advises 

two ways of backing their daily 6 selections which are delivered by email and Telegram 

Messenger.  There are no selections on Sundays or other days when there are 

insufficient qualifiers.   

https://unsplash.com/es/@cytonn_photography?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/photos/ZJEKICY5EXY
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/suggestion-box/
https://bluedelta--bmsmarketing.thrivecart.com/smart-investor-first-month-offer/?ref=ocpmag
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So, when we started this review on the 29th of October for the first month until the 28th 

November there were 6 tips given on 18 days with only one nonrunner. 

The two staking plans are: 

“(1) Betting Bank - Investment Plan 

Its recommend that you start with a 300 point bank. 

 

- The aim of this plan is make 1pt profit per day and STOP AT A WINNER, so one 1pt 

is made we stop betting on any other of the selections. 

 

So selection 1 to win 1pt profit based on odds taken. 

 

If that selection loses, add the losing stake and aim to make 1pt profit on the next 

selection and follow this procedure with every selection until a winner, then stop once 

the 1pt aim is made for the day. 

 

(2) Betting Bank - Level Stakes 

Its recommend that you start with a 50 point bank. 

 

Simply stake this, 1-point level stake per selection.” 

So, how did it go? 

I used Betfair SP for the odds. 

Each day’s batch of 6 selections contained at least one winner so no losses had to be 

carried forward to the next day.   

The most difficult day was on the 1st of December when the first 5 selections lost 

requiring a cumulative stake of over 26 points to make the day’s 1 point profit.   

So, 18 points profit made on the month. 

Betting at level stakes was much less traumatic and easier as it’s just set and forget. 

The 50 winning selections had an average Betfair SP of 2.38 to give a month’s profit of 

10.87 points at level 1-point stakes after deducting 2% commission.  This was a ROI of 

10.16%. 

Although the level stakes profit appears lower, when taking the bank requirement into 

account it gives the best return. 

Conclusion: It’s early days yet – let’s see what happens next month. In the meantime, 

you can find out more by clicking here. 

 

https://bluedelta--bmsmarketing.thrivecart.com/smart-investor-first-month-offer/?ref=ocpmag
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Cost: 10-day trial for 99p then £37.00 per month thereafter. 

The Trial: The review of this service finishes disappointingly after a good start. There 

were 26 wins and 25 losses in the latest month and a loss overall of 7.53 pts.  

The cumulative position closed 112 wins, 75 losses and an overall loss of 3.16 pts. 

The total points outlay was 418 pts. Clearly his Basketball knowledge is not on a par 

with his Australian Rules football. 

Conclusion: It is difficult for us to recommend this service, but if you are interested in 

finding out more you can do so by clicking here.   

 

 

Cost: £29.95 per quarter / £59.95 per year or £99.00 for Lifetime Access 

The Trial: From the www.bestsystembets.com stable this horse tipping service emails 

one short odds selection every day with advised odds.   

The first month of this review which started on the 10th of November gave 29 tips (one 

non-runner) with 12 of them winning, a strike rate of 41.4%; unfortunately, the advised 

odds were insufficient to show a profit, losing 8.20 points at 1-point level stakes.  

Backing at Betfair SP and deducting 2% commission reduced the loss to 5.3 points. 

Conclusion: Early days for this one so plenty of time for a positive result. You can find 

out more here. 

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=bluedelta&vendor=betgods&cbpage=SSC&tid=ocp
https://bluedelta--boostbank.thrivecart.com/odds-on-winners/?ref=ocpmag
https://bluedelta--boostbank.thrivecart.com/odds-on-winners/?ref=ocpmag
https://bluedelta--boostbank.thrivecart.com/odds-on-winners/?ref=ocpmag
https://bettinggods.com/betting-gods-tipsters/super-sports-capper/?hop=bluedelta
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Cost: £29.95 per quarter / £59.95 per year or £99.00 for Lifetime Access 

The Trial: This is another horse race tipping service from the www.bestsystembets.com 

stable. 

Again, the review started on the 10th of November with 5 selections emailed every 

morning together with advised odds.   

148 tips ran with 30 of them winning, a strike rate of 20.3%.  

Level 1-point stakes gave a loss of 13.70 points to advised odds (not counting Rule 4s) 

whereas Betfair SP showed a loss of 27.20 points after deducting 2%.  

Conclusion: We are hoping to be able to report an improvement for next time, in the 

meantime you can find out more here. 

 

  

https://bluedelta--boostbank.thrivecart.com/odds-on-winners/?ref=ocpmag
https://bluedelta--boostbank.thrivecart.com/five-star-betting/?ref=ocpmag
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Image by Gerd Altmann from Pixabay 

Systems Corner 
All results quoted below are as of 13th December 2022 

* Denotes Gold System 

Given the large number of systems we have trialled through the years we decided that 

last month we would start on the mammoth task of reviewing those systems already 

actively Approved and, to make things easier for our readers to search the systems, we 

have added for our Platinum members a Search Box, and in addition the “Systems – 

Approved” category is now broken down by month.  

As we go through the year each month will be populated with the currently applicable 

Approved Systems and any newly Approved systems will be added as the year 

progresses. 

(Where a system covers more than a one month period the system will be included for 

each relevant month). 

Your Approved Systems for January 2023 are as follows: 

So, we head into a New Year with the aspiration of positive profits from our Approved 

Systems for 2023. 

 

 

https://pixabay.com/users/geralt-9301/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=936724
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=936724
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System Reference: 94-18-09-22 - LAY Method 

There have only been a handful of selections since this system was published but they 

have all been a winning LAY bet and therefore we are going to continue through 2023 

with this one to add to the profits as and when runners arise. 

System Reference: 89-41-01-22  

Running for the month of January this system produced a profit in 2022 of +14.62points 

to Betfair Starting Prices (10.38 points to Industry Starting Prices). 

System Reference: 86-42-01-22 

This system runs alongside System AP-89-41-01-22-RC-Gd and produced a small profit 

for the month last year from a small handful of runners. A modest but pleasant addition. 

System Reference: 86-43-01-22 

Another system which produced a small but modest profit from a handful of runners 

and one which we hope will continue in a similar vein this year. 

System Reference: 86-46-01-22 

This system runs for the first quarter of the year (January through to March) and 

produced a profit to Betfair Starting Prices +9.67 points (+8.00 points to Industry 

Starting Prices).  

The profits from this one may not appear mind blowing but backing these handful of 

runners over the period would have given you a profit year on year since 2018 and an 

ROI of 170% to Betfair Starting Prices (140% to Industry Starting Prices). 

System Reference: 71-53-10-20 

This system, originally published in Issue 71 pulled in some good profits for us back in 

2020/2021. The system runs for the National Hunt months of October through to the 

end of March. 

2020-2021 saw us land almost 60points profit, but the 2021/2022 season saw a 

significant loss. Not enough to erode our hard earned profit from the previous year, but 

enough to make a sizeable dent. 

The 2022/2023 season is currently in profit by 20.24 points to Betfair SP (17.21 to 

Industry Starting Prices), so we have already recovered a large part of last year’s losses, 

and we are hopeful that the first quarter of 2023 can see is make even more gains. 
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System Reference: 63-23-02-20 

Another good year to date from this one with +24.03 points to ISP at the date of writing 

for 2022. One we will continue with for the foreseeable future. 

System Reference: 60-97-11-19 

2 winners from 5 selections so far for 2022/2023 and a break even. The system ends at 

the end of January. 

 

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/suggestion-box/

